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(12) Team Selections 
 

1. BEARS - Frank          
2. BUCCANEERS - Ronnie 
3. CARDINALS - Ron                   
4. CHIEFS – Hightower 
5. COLTS - Edgar                   
6. COWBOYS - Terry  
7. DOLPHINS - Jimbo                            
8. PANTHERS - Tim  
9. PATRIOTS - Cory 
10. SAINTS - Reggie
11. SEAHAWKS - Aric  
12. STEELERS - AJ  
13. TITANS – Adrian 
 
 
 
 

***THE FINAL RULE*** 
 

It is nearly impossible to cover every 
situation and scenario in one rule set, but in 
the event something is not covered, we will 
defer to Pro or College Football rulings and 

write it down on Stat sheet so we can add it to 
our Procedures. 
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2018 PRO SEASON 
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Proposed Game Dates: 
 April 29 
 May 20 & 27 
 June 10 & 24 
 July 8 & 22 
 August 5 & 19  
 September 2 = Playoffs  
 September 16 = Super Bowl & 

Trophy/Awards Ceremony 
 

League Fees/Dues:  
 $30 per team.  

o Can pay $5 per Game Day 
until PIF. 

 Will be used for Trophies and 
Awards. 
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(10) Regular Season 
 
Every team will play each other at least 1 time. 
Beyond that, we will determine additional games 
based on attendance for a total of 16 games.  
 

(11) Post-Season 
 
11a. In order to be eligible for the Post-Season, 
teams must *play* at least 10 games, not to 
include Wins by Forfeit due to dropouts or 
scheduling conflicts. 
11b. Teams will be ranked by Winning Percentage 
of Games Played. 
 
11c. Potentially, if all 13 teams complete their 
season, the Top 4 will have 1st Round byes, and 
they will play the winners of the Wildcard Round, 
with lowest seed playing #1, next lowest playing #2, 
and so on; #5 will advance if no #12. 

 13 @ 12 Play-In game 
 12 @ 5 
 11 @ 6 
 10 @ 7 
   9 @ 8 

 
11d. Seedings will be modified accordingly 
depending on number of qualified teams, but for 
the most part, everybody makes the Playoffs. 
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each from the 50yd line; team with most 
positive yards is awarded 1pt and wins the 
game. 

 
(9) Fumbles and TKOs 

 
1a. Fumble: May occur at the conclusion of every 
play where a Tackle or Sack is made. Defense 
shakes the dice cup. 
 Any Doubles = Fumble; shake again 
 Evens = Recovered by Defense  

 
1b. TKO:  Occurs when the Ball Carrier gets 
completely knocked over by a Defender (all 4 sets 
of prongs are no longer in contact with the board, to 
include leaning on another player). Defense shakes 
the dice cup. 
 Odds = Down at spot. 
 Evens = Defense may Scoop-N-Go; p/ap 

Defender only and all unengaged Offensive 
players, except the fallen ball carrier. 

 
NOTES: 
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________ 
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***Equipment Specs*** 
 

(1) Figures and Bases 
 
1a. ALL readily-available figures and bases are 
allowed in order to achieve MAXIMUM WEIGHT of 
4.0grams per figure/base combo.  
 
***Figures (with weight) should not exceed 2.7g. 
 
***Bases (with weight) should not exceed 1.3g. 
 
1b. Lead tape can be added underneath the 
platform of the figure and/or putty can be applied 
underneath the base.  
1c. No extra figures or bases are allowed on sideline 

after initial team weigh-in before each game. 
(2) Player Personnel 

 
2a. No fewer than 22 players are allowed; no more 
than 44 players. (>88.0g, 176.0g<) 
 
2b. Uniforms should be Split Squad/Tourney Style 
= Offense should be in dark jerseys; Defense in 
white jerseys; Special Teams may be any 
combination of dark and white. 
 
2c. Poses for OL should be unique, not used for any 
other positions, and numbered accordingly. 
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(3) Boards/Fields 
 
3a. Boards should be no smaller than Tudor Model 
620, no larger than standard NFL field. 
 
3b. Players must run smoothly without lurching or 
falling. If 2 or more players fall when board turns 
on, reset and replay the Down. Coaches should test 
and adjust speed before next play to avoid 
additional restarts. 
 
3c. Both teams should have RBs that are able to 
run 50yds within 5-secs; or at least 20yds in 2-secs. 
3d. Decorations should not impede player 
movements. 
 

(4) Additional Equipment 
 

4a. Offensive Team's choice of Strategy Divider 
style/design to use.  
4b. Each team should have their own Talking 
Countdown Timer or download the “Ultrachron” 
app to regulate their opponent's time limits.  
 
NOTES: 
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________ 
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o Only the Defense may p/ap now, and 
again if they elect to R&R after a 10yd 
gain (ball carrier gets to p/ap first at 
that time). 

 “Pass”: QB may attempt to pass to an 
unengaged eligible receiver. See “The 
Passing Game” above. 

 “Keep”: QB becomes the ball carrier. Only 
the Defense may p/ap now, and again if they 
elect to R&R after a 10yd gain (ball carrier 
gets to p/ap first at that time). Automatic 
“Keep” if QB touches any OL. 

 
(8) Over Time 

 
Current Pro OT Rules: 

 Each team gets at least 1 possession. 
 OT starts with coin flip and KO. 
 If 1st team scores a TD, then Game Over. 

 
Current College OT Rules: 

 Each team gets equal and alternating 
possessions starting from opponent's 25yd line 
until 1 team scores more than their opponent. 

 
Must Go For The Win: 

 Whether using Pro or College scenario, if 
Team A scores TD and EP, Team B must 
score TD and attempt 2PAT for the Win. 

 If still tied after 1 possession (both teams 
scored TD and both missed XPs, then 1 play 
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 Odd Doubles = Ineligible Man 
Downfield, 10yd Penalty, 
Replay Down. 

 Even Doubles = Defensive 
Holding, 5yds and Automatic 1st 
Down. 

o If Doubles and WR was touching: 
 Odd Doubles = Offensive P/I, -

10yds and Replay Down;  
 Even Doubles = Defensive P/I, 

1st Down at spot or result of the 
play. 

 
6d. Any Offensive Lineman that engages a 
Defensive player on a Freeze Frame downfield 
after Completed Pass must be moved directly 
backwards so as to touch LOS, which allows 
that Defender to participate in the play. 
 

(7) The Option Game 
 

7a. If “Option” is called, the Offense runs the board. 
 
7b. Once the board stops, the Offense has 5-secs to 
declare “Give”, “Pass” or “Keep”. 
 

 “Give”: If an eligible is within 2 base-lengths 
of the QB and either even with or behind, he 
may become the ball carrier.  
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*Pro Season Procedures* 
 

(1) Timing 
 
1a. Games = 4 Quarters of 12 plays each with 30-
minute running clock; coin flip for "ball” or 
“direction", opposite at Half; “Two-Minute Timing” 
goes into effect at end of each Half. (See Stat sheet.) 
 
1b. Three (3) Timeouts per team per Half; may be 
used to do what TOs are intended to be used for. 

 To reset the play after Divider is raised, 
but before the play call. 

 To challenge a call (same as NFL Rule). 
 To conserve time ala “Two-Minute Timing” 

(See Stat sheet.) 
 

(2) The Kicking Game 
 
2a. Kickoffs (Kicking Team’s choice) 

 Traditional MWEFL Style 
o Kicking team lines up at their 35yd line 

and declares “Left, Right or Middle” for 
the Return man to be placed on a Freeze 
Frame. 

o Return team must have exactly 5 guys on 
their own 50, 4-5 guys between their 45 
and Goal Line, and at least 1 return man 
at the Goal Line. 
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o Run the board for exactly 4-secs to 
simulate hang time. 

o Both teams have exactly 10-secs to p/ap 
all unengaged players. 

o Kicking team runs the board until 
conclusion (Tackle, Forward Progress, OB 
or Score). 

 Manual Kick 
o Return team sets up first and must have 

exactly 5 guys on their own 50, 4-5 guys 
between their 45 and Goal Line, and at 
least 1 return man at the Goal Line. 

o Kicking team kicks from anywhere on or 
behind their 35 before they setup; they 
have up to 2 attempts to land a fair ball - 
1st ball to land on the field, whether 
inbounds or OB, counts.  

o If ball does not come to rest on the field, 
Illegal Procedure gives the Receiving 
team 1st and 10 at their 40 yard line. 
 If ball contacts any player, that player 

becomes the Returner. 
 If ball does not contact any player but 

comes to rest anywhere within 2 base-
lengths of one, then he becomes the 
Returner. 

 If no player is within 2 base-lengths of 
the ball, the initial Return man 
returns the ball from where it comes 
to rest. 
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(6) The Passing Game 
 
6a. If “Pass” is called, the QB has the ball and 
Offense controls the switch. 

 QB cannot drop back beyond 25yds (entire 
base) or have any part of base touch the 
Line of Scrimmage, or else Incomplete 
Pass. 

 ABC on QB during either segment by a 
Defender = Sack. 

 QB has 5-secs to declare intended Receiver 
and another 15-secs to attempt Pass upon 
QB substitution *and* pivot the Receiver 
upon a Completed Pass. 

 All unengaged defenders may p/ap to tackle 
the Receiver. 

 Def. runs board until completion of play. 
 

6b. If a Pass clearly strikes an unintended receiver, 
it is still a Completion; the WR may advance the 
ball but cannot p/ap.  
 
6c. Penalties: 
 If any Offensive players are in contact with an 

FF at the time Offense stops the board to Pass, 
mark the spot with a yellow flag/stick/marker 
and complete the play. 
 After conclusion of play, roll dice:  

o If Doubles and OL was touching:  
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5b. Front or Side Contact (FSC) for all Tackles; 
ball is down where the Defense turns the board off 
after making the required contact with the ball 
carrier (bc). The Defense is responsible for shutting 
the board off in a timely manner to avoid additional 
yards gained.  

**Unless there is video proof, initiated by a 
Challenge Flag, which requires a Timeout, 
the line gained is where the ball carrier 
comes to rest and cannot be contested!** 

 
5c. It is *always* a Broken Tackle if ball carrier 
runs into the back of a Defender's base (45° from 
corner to corner) or knocks the Defender over; play 
continues until conclusion. 
 
5d. Once a ball carrier's Forward Progress has 
stopped (ball carrier is no longer facing forward or 
upfield or at least parallel to LOS), the ball is down 
at the spot and marked as "(F)orward (P)rogress" at 
ball carrier's most forward spot. 

 The Offense may elect to continue the play.  
 
5e. Read-N-React After 10yd gain *and* no 
TACKLE *and* ball carrier is still facing forward 
or upfield or at least parallel to LOS, the ball 
carrier and all unengaged Defenders may pivot or 
adjust; play continues until conclusion.  
 
5f. Obviously *NO* R&R inside the 10yd line!!!   
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 If the ball lands anywhere in the end 
zone, the Receiving team may declare 
“Touchback” at that time which will 
not be recorded as a play; 1st & 10 at 
the 25; but once the board runs it will 
be recorded as a play regardless of 
outcome. 

o After a fair ball is kicked, the Kicking 
team lines up across their own 35yd line 
and runs the board 1-sec for every 
20yds to simulate hang time. 

o Both teams have 10-secs to p/ap all 
unengaged players once the board stops. 

o Kicking team runs the board until 
conclusion (Tackle, Forward Progress, OB 
or Score). 

 
2b. Onside Kicks (Kicking Team’s choice) 

 Kicking team must declare "Onside Kick" 
immediately after a score and can only OK if 
trailing at any point in the game. 

 Both teams setup same as regular Kickoff 
(50 & 35). 

 Traditional MWEFL Style 
o Place Divider on 49yd line during setup; 
o Kicking team must adhere to NFL setup 

rules which prohibit more than 6 players 
to either side of the Kicker; 

o KT places ball anywhere along the 45 and 
may aim all of their players toward the 
ball; 
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o After lifting the divider, the Receiving 
Team may only p/ap players that are 
10yds away from ball;  

o Run the board for 4-secs or until a 
recovery is made or else Receiving Team’s 
ball. 

 Manual Kick 
o Kicking Team may use any EF kicking 

apparatus and has up to 2 attempts to 
land a fair ball; 1st ball to land at least 
10yds & inbounds counts as a successful 
OK; ricochet off front line players only is 
allowed and is LIVE! 

 Both teams are allowed to angle three (3) 
players that are no closer to the ball than 
10yds. 

 Run the board for 4-secs or until a recovery 
is made or else Receiving Team’s ball. 

 Possession by either team or if KO team is 
unsuccessful at kicking a fair ball will result 
in 1st and 10 at Kicking Team's 45yd line. 

 
2c. Punts, FGs, PATs and 2PATs  

 Punts:  
o Defense must allow the 2 Gunners to 

run freely downfield to cover the Punt 
during Hang-time. 

o 1 PR man should be set 60-yards 
downfield on a Freeze Frame. After 
the Punt, he may be shifted to the spot 
of the ball. 
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(4) Play Progression 
 
4a. After Setup, Offense may "audible" 0, 1 or 2 
non-Offensive Linemen by pivoting or advanced 
pivoting (p/ap); or they may conduct 1 Motion and 1 
pivot of a non-OL (which includes sliding another 
WR directly forward to or backwards from LOS to 
maintain legal formation); after which they 
***MUST*** say "Set". 
 
4b. Defense always gets +1 p/ap in response to 
Offense's pre-snap audible(s); and then they 
***MUST*** say "Set". 
 
4c. Offense then has 5-secs to call their play – 
“Run”, “Pass” or “Option”. 
 

(5) The Running Game 
 
5a. If a "Run" is called, the player’s name or 
number and position on the field must also be 
declared.  
 Defense runs the board until conclusion: 10yd 

gain, Tackle, Forward Progress, Out of Bounds 
or TD. 
 QB *may not*  lead block between the OTs; 
 QB can either be pivoted away from play or 

placed on Freeze Frame, unless already 
stationary, after Run is called. 
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3c. Three-man I-Formation stack (QB, FB, RB) 
behind any OL is not allowed. There must always 
be 1 base-length gap between 2 of the 3 Backs. 
 
3d. Full-House Backfield is only allowed: 

 Inside opponent's Red Zone (20); or 
 If 4th Down and 3 or less; or 
 If trailing in 4th Quarter. 

o Defense, however, is allowed to counter 
with 2 stacks. 

 
3e. Defense is always allowed to stack one (1) 
player behind any Defensive Lineman between the 
Offensive Tackles regardless of the QB being 
stacked behind Center or not, and does not have to 
slide back if QB is not stacked. 
 
3f. Defense must always setup Defensive Backs to 
cover designated Receivers. They should be no 
further than 1 slot from WR’s designated slot and 
no more than 20yds off the LOS. 
 
3g. Man Press on all Receivers is allowed at all 
times, but only Defenders that are 5 or more yards 
off the LOS can be adjusted (p/ap) in response to 
Offense's pre-snap audibles. 
 
3h. Freeze Frames (front edge) may not be any 
closer than 15yds and no further than 25yds 
(Illegal Formation, -5yds, Replay Down). 
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o Kicking team must setup in a legal 
Punt formation (5OL, 2 Wings, 2 
Gunners, 1 Up-back, 1 Punter on FF 
at 15yds);  

o Run board for exactly 1-sec to see if 
Defenders can get in the path of the 
Kick. Contact with Kicker/FF is a 
Penalty.  
 Roll dice - any Doubles = 

Penalty. 
 Odds = Roughing,15yds, 

Auto 1st Down;  
 Evens = Running into, 

5yds, not Auto 1st 
o Up to 2 attempts to land a fair ball are 

allowed – but the 1st ball to *land* 
on the field, whether inbounds or 
OB, and no more than 60yds, 
counts.  
 Any kick that remains on the 

field but goes beyond 60yds will 
be moved up to the 60yd 
maximum spot. 

 The 2 Gunners and the 2 
defenders covering them 
can p/ap toward the PR. 

 Run board for 1-sec per 
20yds kicked or until a 
player from opposite 
team becomes even with 
the PR. 
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 Release and p/ap PR and 
all unengaged players 
from Kicking team to 
make the tackle. 

 Run board until 
conclusion. 

 If OB, 1st & 10 at the spot where 
the ball remains at rest. 
Touchbacks come out to the 20. 

 
 Field Goals and PATs:  

o FGs are uncontested and kicked 
exactly 7yds from LOS.; 
 Must be at opponent's 46yd line 

or closer.  
o EPs are uncontested and kicked from 

the 22yd line; 
o Defense is allowed to “appear” as if 

they are going to contest an FGA or 
XPA by placing any or all of their 
players along the LOS; 

 
 2 Point Conversions: May only be 

attempted from the 5yd line and from either 
hash. 
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(3) Setup 
 
3a. After each play, both teams should cooperate to 
transition to the next play. 
 Offense respectfully separates both teams 

by picking them up and placing them clear of 
the LOS; 

 Defense records the last play's Stats. 
 Offense deploys the Strategy Divider, 
 Defense starts the 50-second countdown 

timer. 
 Offense ***MUST*** declare its 

Receivers within the first 10-secs;  
 Offense has the remainder of 50-secs and 

***MUST*** say "Set";  
 Defense always has an additional 10-secs 

and ***MUST*** say "Set"; 
 Violation of any phase will result in a Delay 

of Game penalty. (-5yds and Replay the 
Down) 

 
3b. RBs (front of base) must be: 

 No closer than 1 base-length behind OL. 
 No further than 15yds from LOS. 
 No further than inside edge of OTs. 
 No further than 2 base-lengths from QB to 

receive handoff or pitch. 
 


